
Demonstration Title: The Healthy Hospital

Short Description: The health of your hospital infrastructure is critical to better patient outcomes and lower care delivery costs.  This 
requires improvements to risk management practices and new operational efficiencies. Healthy hospitals need comprehensive network 
visibility across the campus, data center, cloud and clinical environments as well as real-time threat detection, response and security 
controls for all connected devices. This ensures on-time delivery of the right data and services, more streamlined workflows, higher 
productivity, and reduced risk. This demonstration shows how healthcare delivery organizations are leveraging cloud technologies and 
a converged approach to asset management and cyber security to deliver a healthy and secure hospital.

Value: The foundation of a healthy hospital is its ability to ensure smooth operations enabling it to deliver quality care, and for its 
clinicians to confidently collect, share and act based on information in real time. That requires reliable and secure infrastructure that 
provides visibility into every device, user and applications. When it’s done correctly, patient data can flow safely and freely to the right 
place at the moment it’s needed, and clinicians can focus on their patients and not the technology designed to support them. The result: 
safer networks, better flow of data, and more reliable patient service delivery. Learn how a Healthy Hospital protects patient service 
delivery, enhances clinician productivity and your bottom line.

Participating Organizations: Arista Networks, Medigate, Forescout

Scenario Vendor Products Learn More
A healthy hospital requires a secure and reliable Network Infrastructure that serves
as its immune system so clinicians can focus on patient care.

While a reliable IT network infrastructure is not what a hospital CEO thinks about
every day, it is critical to keeping things up and running with no surprises. Hospitals
jeopardize patient health, data, financials, and productivity when doctors, nurses and
administrators lose visibility and access to critical data, or IT systems are down or
vulnerable to external threats.

A healthy hospital Network Immune System for healthcare infrastructure:
● Ensures access to mission critical health care applications
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● Automatically prioritizes and optimizes patient monitoring, imaging, and
EHR applications- Cognitive WiFi identifies healthcare clinicians/nurses
kiosks running EHR applications and automatically prioritizes network access
for those applications.

● Provides a secure network infrastructure enabling surgical over-the-air
prevention, automatically and accurately creates alerts and classifies wireless
threats from hackers. Cognitive WiFi provides a dedicated wireless intrusion
prevention (WIPS) sensor, wireless threats are detected and blocked instantly
in a hospital network.

● Minimizes or eliminates hospital network downtime with cognitive WiFi AI and
machine learning automated network problem resolution to improve the
patient experience

● Quickly identifies and locates with real time location services critical
healthcare devices, such as, EKG machines, incubators, etc

Cognitive Cloud Networking ensures that clinicians have access to the applications
and infrastructure they depend on, and hospitals have the visibility, performance and
security to focus their IT teams on better patient outcomes, higher job satisfaction
and operational efficiency. The most innovative social determinant, population
growth management or remote monitoring program can end abruptly when
companies are saddled with legacy network infrastructure which poses more risks
than benefits. Your focus on AI, internet of things (IoT), telehealth, or digital
transformation initiatives takes a back seat when outages and threats occupy your
IT team.

Arista’s cognitive approach to networking, built on cloud principles of availability,
agility, and analytics, brings the combination of inference and real-time action.
Troubleshooting shouldn’t have to be a finger pointing exercise, and live patching
should be a norm instead of unplanned outages. Getting the right information at the
right time to critical decision makers demands a cognitive network to serve the
needs of the business.
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While the cost of health care is escalating for patients and hospitals, Arista
increases efficiency without increasing staff. The company has been embraced by
large healthcare providers including cancer centers, and innovative clinical and
research organizations around the world. Arista CloudVision has reduced
provisioning time from three days down to 10 minutes. Troubleshooting network and
application issues have also been reduced to minutes. The stability of the network is
like your hospital’s immune system and the critical foundation of a healthy hospital.

Arista’s Awake Security Platform is designed precisely to help healthcare
organizations benefit from their digital transformation efforts while still securing the
data and processes that are critical. The Awake Security Platform monitors and
analyzes the thousands of IT and internet of medical things (IoMT) devices that are
on today’s modern hospital network. Like the white blood cells that intelligently
protect the body from infectious diseases and outside invaders, Awake uses an
artificial intelligence-driven approach to uncover malicious intent whether originating
from trusted insiders or external attackers. This approach can mitigate attacks
ranging from ransomware to supply chain threats as well as those specifically
targeting medical devices.

Ava, Arista’s autonomous analyst, augments the existing security team by
connecting the dots across time, the devices involved, and the behaviors observed.
Ava focuses on identifying the underlying condition rather than individual symptoms,
thereby saving human analysts from the manual and painstaking effort of triage and
diagnosis based on individual and often meaningless security alerts. Instead, Ava
provides a decision support system that automatically uncovers the entire scope of
an attack along with investigation and remediation options on a single screen.

Awake Labs brings additional hard-to-find human expertise that can help healthcare
organizations investigate and respond to potential breaches. This team of highly
specialized individuals has decades of experience responding to some of the most
consequential breaches including the likes of ransomware, insider threat and
business email compromise attacks targeting healthcare organizations.
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By monitoring the security of all the systems on the hospital networks, not just those
with security agents pre-installed, Awake ensures the devices needed by medical
staff are available and operating correctly when needed. And by detecting threats
and correlating them to potentially impacted devices in real time, security teams are
able to mitigate the risk and the worst impacts.
While a healthy hospital’s ability to predict and manage a surge in patient demand is
clearly important, it’s a hollow exercise if not paired with a deep understanding of
available capacity. As we learned throughout COVID-19, health systems must know
the numbers of care-critical assets on hand, their location, current status, security
posture and utilization.

A deeply detailed understanding of inventory and security posture is essential. Put
simply, this is not a case of “less is more.” If faced with a version-based operating
system (OS) vulnerability, then at a minimum, knowledge of which devices are
running the vulnerable OS and where they are located is required. If it’s a product
recall, then recalled serial numbers, location and device status are critical, as the
ability to identify recalled devices that are still in patient-use is obviously
time-sensitive.

Given a 20% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) on IoMT spending, the
continued fragmentation of care, the proliferation of telehealth and remote patient
monitoring (RPM), connected asset management and security challenges are
compounding. An integrated approach is needed. And a cross-functional,
“operationally converged” approach delivers the leverage that is required.

Together, Forescout and Medigate are delivering that integrated approach and
driving the necessary workflow convergence. Medigate’s market leading medical
device identification, risk profiling and threat monitoring capabilities are meaningfully
integrated to Forescout enabling enterprise-wide visibility and highly adaptable
access control. In addition to Medigate’s passing of IoMT device profiles to
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Forescout, its auto-generation of clinically-vetted security policies are also fed to to
close the enforcement loop. Organizations can now model the effectiveness of
recommended security policies, establish reliable project cost/timelines and
implement their segmentation strategies without disrupting medical operations.

● Forescout helps a hospital stay healthy by providing a real-time, dynamically
risk-scored inventory of assets. Risk modeling capabilities allow
automatically-generated security policies to be tested before
implemented/enforced.

● Medigate insights are derived by combining more than 100 identifiers per
device with a knowledgebase of authorized operating requirements. The
combination enables hyper-efficient targeting of maintenance and
remediation processes. And through Forescount, comprehensive and
adaptable security controls.

A Healthy Hospital must continuously assess and enforce the health of its network.
And because connected health is exploding, solutions must scale to meet rapidly
compounding challenges. By definition, an integrated approach to asset
management and cybersecurity is cross functional and requires the common data
foundation provided by Forescout and Medigate. By making sure that
cross-departmental workflows reference the same data and share the same
objective context, transformative operational convergence is rapidly and naturally
achieved. It’s the future-proof approach required to protect connected health. It’s an
“Industry 4.0” strategy for driving real time business insights that protect connected
patients.

In addition to gathering rich intelligence on all devices, a Healthy Hospital
infrastructure must also apply the knowledge to continuously control who and what
can access your network where and when. It must also control what
communications should exist among logical groups and dynamically adjust if profiles
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change. Enabling dynamic, context-aware network access control and segmentation
based on clinical context afforded by Medigate is a game changer in both the short
and longer term.

Forescout provides centralized asset intelligence and policy management for all
connected devices. Forescout intelligence includes enhanced medical device insight
automatically provided by Medigate to create and enforce tailored policies that
leverage valuable clinical context. Forescout is like a hospital lobby security guard -
greeting all devices entering the network, determining who they are and ensuring
they only go to where they need to go and nowhere else. Forescout understands
what each device is and who’s using it, their role or group (i.e. doctor, visitor,
infusion pump, scanning device, camera, etc), are they compliant and per policy
what resources each group is allowed to access. Forescout sends this information to
Arista to enforce the policy at the network level.

For example, Arista is like the lock on the door. Arista ensures that devices
belonging to a defined group can only connect with, or open the door of, what’s
necessary to achieve their role. For example, a smart bed can communicate with the
nurses’ station but nowhere else. Forescout continually monitors communication
patterns. Just as a diligent nurse will escort a wandering patient who found his way
into a restricted area to his correct location, Forescout will monitor for policy
compliance and dynamically adjust device and user groupings if a new device joins
the network, a device profile changes or as threats or malicious behavior is detected
by the likes of Medigate and Arista Awake.

In summary, Forescout centrally correlates real-time device intelligence and applies
targeted policies based on that intelligence to drive automated context-aware
workflows that:

1. Enforce network access control, segmentation, and configuration compliance
2. Immediately contain and mitigate threats without affecting critical operations

Forescout
eyeSegment
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